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Sumary 

Space heating and electricity are the two main energy utilities in today‟s society and 

in many cases, electricity is used to produce heat via resistance heaters. However, 

there are other, more efficient techniques and one of those is the heat pump. Heat 

pumps use the existing energy in a liquid or a gas (often air) and transfer it to a heat 

sink which can be used, for example, to heat up the water that we shower with. 

In 2016, a solar-assisted ground source heat pump system was installed in 

Olofsgården, a retirement home in Åseda, Sweden. This study was done to evaluate, 

and write up this system. The system boundaries were put around three components, 

the ground source heat pump (GSHP), the borehole heat exchangers (BHE), and the 

photovoltaic thermal (PVT) panels.  

The ground source heat pumps are set up with a total effect of 180 kW and take up 

heat from 12 boreholes. On the roof of the retirement home, there are PVT panels, 

they produce electricity from the solar radiation as well as heat, by running a heat 

carrier through them.  

The PVT panels had an efficiency of 17.6% when it came to electricity production, 

and a heat uptake efficiency of 19%. This increased the efficiency of the system as a 

whole because of increased temperatures in the BHE and provides energy to drive the 

heat pump.  

The main parameter to evaluate the efficiency of the system was the seasonal 

performance factor (SPF), which describes the ratio of heat supplied to the energy 

used to drive the system. The SPF was found to lie between 2.4 and 2.76, depending 

on system boundaries, for the entire system the SPF was calculated to be 2,76 which 

is similar to another system in Gothenburg, Sweden. 
  



  
 

 

Sammanfattning 

Uppvärming av bostäder och elektricitet är de två huvudsakliga energi 

användningarna i dagens samhälle, och i vissa fall används elektricitet för att 

producera värme via t.ex el-element, men det finns andra tekniker som är mycket mer 

effektiva för att producera värme, en av dem är värmepump. Värmepumpen använder 

existerande energi i vätska eller gas, för att överföra det till kylfläns som sedan kan 

användas för att t.ex värma upp vatten som används till att duscha. 

2016, installerades en bergvärmepump med hjälp ifrån solhybrider i Olofsgården, ett 

ålderdomshem i Åseda, Sverige. Denna studien är gjord för att utvärdera och skriva 

upp systemet. Systemgränserna är gjord omkring tre komponenter, 

Bergvärmepumparna, borrhålen, och solhybriderna. 

Bergvärmepumparna har en total effekt av 180 kW och använder värme från 12 

borrhål. På taket av ålderdomshemmet finns det solhybrider som producerar 

elektricitet från solinstrålningen samt värme, genom att låta ett köldmedel passera 

genom dem. 

Solhybriderna har en verkningsgrad för elektricitet på 17,6% och 19% för 

värmeupptag. Detta ökar effektiviteten för hela systemet pga en ökad temperatur i 

borrhålen och bidrar till att driva värmepumpen. 

Den huvudsakliga parametern för att utvärdera effektiviteten av systemet var SPF, 

den beskriver förhållandet mellan tillförd värme och energin som krävs för att driva 

systemet. SPF visades att vara mellan 2.4 och 2.76, beroende på systemgränserna. 

Som slutssats visades att systemets prestande låg under genomsnitt när den jämfördes 

med andra liknande installationer i Europa. 

  



  
 

 

Abstract 

Ground source heat pumps offer an economically-, and environmentally sustainable 

alternative to domestic heating. A retirement home in Åseda, Sweden, recently 

installed a solar-assisted ground source heat pump. The installation was described 

and evaluated in terms of performance. 

Seasonal performance factor was found to be between 2.4 and 2.76. 

Photovoltaic thermal panels had an electric efficiency of 17.6% and thermal 

efficiency 19%  

Keywords: PVT, Ground Source Heat Pump, Borehole heat exchangers, Photovoltaic 

thermal, SPF, Seasonal performance factor.  
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1. Introduction 

This is a project done with Linnaeus University and cooperation with Godahus and 

Åseda Värme & Sanitet with the intention of writing up the Photovoltaic/Thermal, 

Ground Source Heat Pump system and to determine the efficiency of it. 

 

1.1 Backgrund 
 

Energy has for a long time been a central topic in the discussion of climate change 

and global warming. Governments have actively been striving for a more sustainable 

energy market and pushing for development in energy technologies. A good example 

of this is the European Unions 2020 Energy Strategy (often called the European 20-

20-20 targets), which aims to reduce its greenhouse gas emission by 20% compared 

to the year 1990, increase the share of energy coming from renewable sources by 

20%  and increase energy efficiency by 20% (European Commission, 2017). 

Space heating and electricity are the two main energy utilities in today‟s society and 

in many cases, electricity is used to produce heat via resistance ovens. However, 

there are other, more efficient techniques and one of those is the heat pump. Heat 

pumps use the existing thermal energy in a liquid or a gas (often air) and transfer it to 

the building for heating purposes.  

The concept of heat pumps was first developed in 1853 and the technology has 

widely been seeing a growing demand over the years. Ground source heat pumps 

(GSHP) are heat pumps that extract geothermal energy by extracting heat from the 

ground. In a worldwide view of geothermal energy utilization, it was determined that 

GSHP is the most common technology when it comes to exploitation of geothermal 

energy, and accounted for 71% of the installed geothermal capacity in 2015 (John W. 

Lund and Tonya L. Boyd). The technology is quite popular with Northern- and 

Central European countries, namely Germany, France, Switzerland, Austria, Sweden, 

Denmark and Norway (Burkhard Saner) 

Between 2005 and 2014 the total stock of heat pumps in Europe saw an increase of 

700%(European heat pump association, 2016). Sweden is a leading country when it 

comes to GSHP and its expensive use of the technology has made it third leading 

country in the world in terms of installed capacity and extracted thermal energy 

(Signhild Gelin) 

Solar-assisted, ground source heat pumps (SAGSHP) is a relatively new concept in 

the energy-industry but the technique uses solar energy to increase the efficiency of 

the ground source heat pump. In 2010, the there were ca 350 000 ground source heat 

pump installation with a yearly growth of 10% (Javed, S. 2010). 

Original solar panels either produced heat or electricity until a system called 

Photovoltaic Thermal (PVT) was introduced. The system supplied both heat and 

electricity by running cold water or air through the panels. This also increases the 

efficiency of the electricity production. The technology behind PVT systems has 

been developing steadily over the last 30 years, different types of new materials for 

PV cells and new technologies for solar collectors have been developed for efficient 

solar radiation extraction. (Anil Kumar et. al) 

A typical Photovoltaic (PV) module has an efficiency ranging from 10% to 15% of 

the incoming solar radiation converting it to electricity. That means the remainder of 

the energy is converted as heat. (Migan, G) 



  
 

  

 
1.1.1 Olofsgården 

 

Åseda, a small town in Sweden is partially supplied with heat by a small district 

heating (DH) system and the rest is supplied by heat pumps. The DH is mostly just 

used for industrial businesses while the heat pumps is more of a residential utility. 

 

Olofsgården is a nursing home in Åseda with 40 residents, the facility has a kitchen, 

therapy department and meeting rooms. When the facility was built in the 1950‟s it 

used Coke fuel (which was later changed to oil) for heating and in the 1990‟s the 

facility started using the biomass-based district heating system in Åseda.   In 2016, 

the town‟s nursery home installed a SAGSHP system to increase the efficiency of the 

heat supply and reduce the dependency on the DH supply. 

 

1.2 Purpose and Goals 
 

The purpose of this article is to write up this specific system in such a way that it can 

be understood and evaluated by the general energy consumer.  

The goal is to make an intuitive representation of the system by explaining the 

function of each component (e.g. the solar panels or the boreholes) and its 

effectiveness. Furthermore we will try to make a visual representation of the system 

itself and how it works. This is then used to compare with other similar system setups  

 

 

1.3 Limitations 
 

Reviewing a system such as this one in detail can be quite time consuming. As the 

time spent on this project is limited to 400 hours, there must be some limitations as to 

how it is evaluated. System boundaries is a factor which can highly influence the 

results. As the heat supply system consists of many different components, there are 

some which are not considered, such as the cartridge heaters and hot gas heat heat 

exchangers which are used to complement missing heat from the heat pumps at peak 

demand.  

This means that the study evaluates only the heat pumps and the effect that the solar 

panels and the geothermal heat have on them, the boundaries that are chosen is 

illustrated in figure 1. 



  
 

  

 
Figure 1. Simplified sketch over the systems limitations. Blue lines indicate cold water, red indicate warm water. 

(Nazar Ibrahim) 
 

Also, the data provided was a limiting factor. It described only the energy supplied 

by the system and the energy required to drive it. Ideally, the data would show 

temperatures and pipe flows which would provide for a more detailed study. 

  



  
 

  

2. Theory 
Heat pumps work by using electricity to compress a vapour of a heat carrier (an 

antifreeze in this case) to have it then, under high pressure, condense to a liquid and 

thus yield energy to a heat sink. The water, running in the building takes up the 

energy found in the heat sink. The carrier then goes through a valve where the 

pressure drops significantly, this allows for the carrier to be gasified at very low 

temperatures and as it is gasified, it takes up energy from an outside source, which in 

this case, is the liquid from the BHE. This is shown in figure 2. 

 

 
Figure 2. The general heat pump cycle where 1 is where the running media condenses and yields energy. 2 

represents the valve which drops the pressure. At 3, the media evaporates and thus takes up energy and finally in 

4, the media is compressed and the cycle is renewed. 
 

The efficiency of a heat pump is determined by a parameter called the Seasonal 

Performance Factor (SPF), this parameter describes the ratio of heat supplied by the 

heat pump over the measured period, to the electricity used to drive it.   

 

2.1 GSHP 
 

GSHP work on the same principle as normal heat pumps, except instead of using the 

outside air as a heat source, they use geothermal energy. A GSHP uses borehole heat 

exchangers (BHE) to extract geothermal energy (figure 3). On days when there is no 

need for heat supply, an ideal GSHP system, coupled with solar panels, uses the 

ground as a long-term heat storage to increase the heat pumps efficiency in the 

winter.  

However, in the case of Åseda, there is an occurring groundwater flow which limits 

the possibility for such storage since the heat will slowly dissipate into its 

surroundings (Swedish Energy Agency 2016). This does not prevent short-term heat 

storage, as the heat collected throughout a warm day can still be used in the night.  

 

 



  
 

  

 
 

Figure 3. (Unal Camdali et al. 2015) An example schematic of a GSHP system. 

 

 
2.2 Borehole heat exchangers 
 

 

The earth‟s core is estimated to be at around 6000 degrees celsius (Alfe, D et al. 2002) 

and although there is a very thick layer of solid and molten rock between the core 

and the surface, heat eventually gets released. The fact that heat travels from the 

earth‟s core and to its surface tells us that there is a heat gradient, which means that 

the deeper we dig into the earth, the more heat we will find. What also makes GSHP 

systems attractive is that, at a certain depth, the ground‟s temperature is not affected 

by seasonal changes (Javed, S.2010) which makes for a quite stable, and predictable heat 

source. 
 
In the case of GSHP, geothermal heat can be exploited by using borehole heat exchangers 

(BHE). BHE are pipes with a running fluid, that either takes up energy from the surrounding 

soil, or loses energy, depending on the relative temperatures. 
A systems efficiency can be optimized by the right design of the borehole system; the 

location of each borehole relative to other boreholes is an important factor to note as well as 

their respective sizing (Capozza, A. et al.2012). Borehole systems are often defined in either 

linear or grouped formations, this can affect the thermal influence between boreholes and 

thus the effect of the system as a whole (Javed, S. 2010). 
 

A borehole system is made simply by drilling into the ground. This is typically done 

by drilling with 3-4 meter drills which can be stacked on each other until the sought 

length has been reached, the machinery used in the case study is seen in FIGURE 4 



  
 

  

 
Figure 4. Machinery used in borehole drilling. (Nazar Ibrahim) 
 
After drilling, a borehole wall is inserted into the hole which the heat exchanger pipes are 

then put in. The heat exchanger pipes are U-shaped and filled with the heat carrier fluid 

before they are inserted to the hole. (Lamarche, L.2013) A good example of how this can 

look like is shown in figure 5. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 5. (Oguma, M. et al.2014) A sketch showing how a borehole is set up. 

 
 

There are generally two main functions to the borehole wall, the first one is to 

provide physical protection from movement in the soil, secondly the pipe is often 



  
 

  

filled with grout that transfers heat easily, and in turn increases the thermal to the 

BHE. Capozza, A. et al.(2012) 
 

Groundwater flow has been shown to have a considerable impact on the boreholes thermal 

performance, this depends on the groundwater flows‟ temperature and flow rate which 

determines if it has a warming, or a cooling effect (Wang, H. et al.2009). To evaluate the 

BHE it is possible to calculate its heat transfer rate per meter depth which is described as: 
 

 

                                 
            

 
                                            (2) 

 
Where q is the heat transfer per meter depth, m is the mass flow through the borehole and t2 

and t1 are the inlet and outlet temperatures from the borehole. This parameter describes the 

thermal influence of the ground on the BHE in relation to depth, which can be used when 

planning new installations. 

2.3 Photovoltaic and Thermal 

To describe the technology of PVT, an explanation of the separate technologies of 

extracting sunlight i.e. PV and solar collector, has been made in this subchapter. 

 
2.3.1 Solar irradiation Theory 

The sunlight that hits the earth surface is defined as solar irradiation with the SI-unit 

W/m
2
. 

Global solar irradiance for the northern hemisphere reduces with higher latitudes, the 

reason behind this phenomenon is because of the earth‟s spherical shape. Meaning 

that sunlight must travel a longer distance in order to reach earth‟s surface which can 

be seen in figure 6. Due to Sweden's latitude the global irradiation will have low 

values when examining figure 6, compared i.e with northern Africa‟s higher global 

irradiation of approx. 2400 kWh/ m
2 

with Sweden‟s 900 kWh/ m
2
. 

 
Figure 6. Global horizontal solar irradiation (Solargis) 
 



  
 

  

Furthermore the solar radiation‟s angle of impact point will also become higher with 

increased latitude reducing the irradiation even more. 

But according to E, Kjellson this may be compensated by a tilted surface towards the 

sun. The optimal tilt for maximum solar irradiation is an acute angle from 20° to 55° 

facing south, that will guarantee the most solar hours but testes show that minimal 

reduction of solar irradiation occur if the azimuth is ±30° facing south, beyond those 

limits the solar irradiation will drastically reduce. (E,Kjellson) 

 

The annual number varies between 750 in the north to 1100 kWh/m
2
 in the south of 

Sweden. How much it differs depends on location, which can be seen in figure 7, the 

different colours indicate what category of solar irradiation the location applies to. 

 

 
Figure 7. Annual horizontal solar irradiation for Sweden (SMHI) 



  
 

  

 

 

 

 

2.3.2 Photovoltaic cells 

The PVT production of electricity resides in its structure of PV cells, it‟s constructed 

by two layers of silicon semiconductors(SSC). Both layers are pretreated with 

different substances, one layer is pretreated to create an excess of electrons making it 

into a negative side also called N-type layer. The other is created to have a lack of 

electrons making it into the positive side also called P-type layer. 

The two layers are electrically neutral, by fusing the SSC together a production of PN 

junction is evolved, creating an electric field when exposed solar radiation in form of 

photons this can be seen in figure 8. When exposed to sunlight, the energy from the 

radiation causes the electrons to excite, when the electrons gain energy, high enough 

to pass the PN-junction an extraction of electrons in form of electricity can be made. 

(Mertens, K) 

 
Figure 8. Principle of PV cell. (Nazar Ibrahim) 

 
2.3.3 Solar collector 

A choice of describing a conventional flat plate collector has been made to explain 

the functionality of a solar collector. 

 

A basic explanation how to collect heat from solar radiation is to use an absorber that 

gets heated when exposed to sunlight. The heat from the absorber is then transferred 

to a heat carrier, insulation is used to reduce the heat losses in form of radiation from 

the absorber. 



  
 

  

Despite of collecting the sunlight's heat, heat losses in form of various factors will still be 

done, examples of different losses is shown in figure 9.

 
Figure 9. Heat losses in a flat plate solar collector (E, Kjellsson) 

 
2.3.4 PVT, Combination of PV and solar collectors 

 

PVT combines the two different technologies, cooling the PV panels with a heat 

carrier. This results in better operating temperatures for the PV modules increasing 

the performance of electric production with approx. 0,45% per 1°C , and increasing 

the lifespan of the PV cells, due to the fact that electric components, when heated 

lowers their lifespan (Sun, X).  

How much heat that can be extracted from the PV cells resides in the technology and 

thermal resistance in the material used for the absorber, but the potential for 

maximum heat recovery is roughly 75% of the incoming radiation. (Migan, G) 

 

2.4 Seasonal Performance Factor 
 

To evaluate the effect of the PVT panels and the DH on the system, they must be 

included in the SPF calculations. When calculating the SPF for different system 

boundaries, the variables were placed as follows:  

 

SPF for the heat pump alone: 

 

    
     

     
                                                                                                 (3) 

 

Where QGSHP is the supplied heat by the heat pump, Wcomp is the work done by the 

heat pumps compressor. The SPF for the Heat pump, with DH included was: 

 

    
         

     
                                                                                         (4)            

 

Where     is the supplied heat by the district heating. The Heat pump with the PVT 

panels included was: 



  
 

  

 

    
     

          
                                                                               (5) 

 

Where EPVT is the produced electricity from the PVT panels. 

 

    
         

          
                                                                               (6) 

Equation 6 shows the total SPF for the system in its entirety, including the PVT-

panels, and the district heating. 

 

 

2.5 Carbon emissions 

How much CO2 is emitted depends on the technology, according to Bracmort, E it 

will be carbon neutral if following conditions are fulfilled: 

 Biomass energy is carbon neutral because biomass is naturally carbon 

neutral. The premise is that if biomass is carbon neutral, then any product 

resulting from its use is also carbon neutral.  

 Biomass energy is carbon neutral if growing the biomass removes as much 

CO2 as is emitted into the atmosphere from its combustion.  

 Biomass energy is carbon neutral only if the net life-cycle emissions are zero. 

Emissions include the emissions from the cultivation, harvest, and 

transportation of the biomass, as well as from its combustion. 

 Biomass energy is carbon neutral if it achieves lower net increases in 

atmospheric GHGs when compared to alternative energy activities.  
 

When calculating carbon emission for systems, boundaries must be made, otherwise 

the origin of the energy will escalate into something completely different than what 

its purpose is for. Therefore a decision to calculate the carbon emission if the PVT 

cells replace the supply, which has it origin from Coal power plants has been made in 

this report.  

 

The equation used:  

       
                 

                   
 

 

            
                                 (7) 

 

Where Electricitydemand, is the energy used to drive the system. Transmission loss, a 

factor in % of how much of the energy is lost in transmission, PPefficiency is the 

efficiency of the chosen power plant, Energyextraction, the energy required to extract 

the fuel used in the powerplant. Carbonintensity, the factor of how much carbon in kg 

the chosen fuel emits per kWh. (Bogunovic, D et al.) 

2.6 Profit 

To evaluate the profits gained from installing the PVT-panels, the electricity production 

by the panels, was quantified, and assessed. The price assessment of the electricity 

production was made by using the price of electricity (including taxes and other hidden 

costs), for 20th august, 2017 (Eon, 2017).  



  
 

  

The PVT-panels‟ heat production increases the efficiency of the GSHP as well, which 

means there lies profit in the installment. In the data collected, it was found that the 

thermal influence of the PVT-panels reduced the electricity demand of the GSHP by 5% 

(Strandberg, E).  

 

 

  



  
 

  

3. Method 
To begin with, this project started with a comprehensive review on relevant articles 

and papers for similar systems, solar panels and geothermal energy. To construct a 

detailed understanding behind the system a visit was made to Olofsgården where the 

reasoning and function of each component were explained. 

The main parameter for the system evaluation was the SPF, which was calculated for 

different system definitions to show the implication of each component.  

To evaluate how much profit is gained from operating a PVT installment in 

Olofsgården, an assessment and conversion of the electricity produced by the PVT 

will be done. 

By examining how much carbon emission is saved from polluting the environment 

by the use of PVT system, it shows the ecofriendly side of the PVT technology in 

numbers.  

 

  



  
 

  

4. Implementation 
Simulations were made in the program Polysun to compare the simulated values 

without any occurrence of PV cooling with the actual setup they have in 

Olofsgården. Polysun uses predicted values based on calculations with climate data 

from 1981-2010. The program predicted an average solar radiation of 929 kWh/m2, 

average outdoor temperature of 7,1°C and diffuse radiation of 458 kWh/m2 for 

Åseda, with the longitude of 15,35° and latitude 57,17°. 

The PV cells used for the simulation are named NU-RC290 from the brand Sharp. 

And the inverters are named Solax ZDNY-TL20000. The elevation of the PV cells 

on the roof of the building has an angle of 37°. The azimuth angle is 10° counter 

clockwise from south as point of origin.  

5. System setup in Olofsgården 
 

5.1.1 Heat pump 
 

There are two ground source heat pumps in Olofsgården, with a total effect of 180 

kW. Two water tanks are directly heated up by the heat pumps, and the water then 

travels through a third tank which is connected to a heat cartridge, which if needed, 

complements the missing heat. 

 

The incoming heat carrier, from the BHE to the heat pumps, is at 8°C temperature, 

which is regulated by controlling the flow rate. The returning temperature of the heat 

carrier from the heat pumps is 4°C. In this installation the heat carried is a mixture of 

water and bioethanol, with water being 72% of the mixture and bioethanol 28% 

respectively. The flow in the BHE is on average 120 liters per hour. 

 

5.1.2 PVT  
 

The PVT panels in Olofsgården consists of two components. A photovoltaic cell, 

which absorbs solar radiation and converts it into electricity and an aluminum plate 

that collects heat from the PV cells and distributes it via pipes to the BHE. The 

backside of the aluminium plate, including the collector-pipes is shown in figure 10.  

 



  
 

  

 
Figure 10. Picture showing the backside of the heat capturing, aluminium plate and the collector pipes.  (Snorri J. 

Egilsson) 
 

Olofsgården has 165 photovoltaic modules, NU-RC290 from Sharp with a maximum 

efficiency of 17,6% (Appendix 4) at the optimal temperature 25°C and 

1000W/m2  Solar radiation, they produce 290W electricity per unit, with a total 

combined production of approx. 48 kW electricity. This number varies depending on 

the PV temperature and solar radiation.   

Studies have shown that by reducing the operating temperature of PV cells, amount 

of electricity produced increases. (Sun, X et al. 2017) 

 

In order to have a heat carrier flow in the PVT, certain conditions must be fulfilled, 

such as the temperature of the PVT must be 2-3 °C higher than the BHE fluid. 

During cold seasons, the heat carrier flow through the PVT panels is disabled, if 

outdoor temperatures drop below 1°due to high risks of damaging the pipes. 

When the flow system is disabled there isn‟t any support for heat production from the 

PVT, meaning that the heat supply, to the GSHP, is solely provided by the borehole 

system. 

But, since there is some sort of heat increase in the borehole during warmer seasons 

of the year, the borehole system can use that heat during cold seasons in order to help 

reach the heat demands of the building.  

Fluid flow of the PVT system is regulated according to the conditions that must be 

fulfilled and to counter the pressure drop that occurs in the circulation, in the PVT 

system. 

 

5.1.3 Borehole heat exchangers 
The borehole heat exchangers (BHE) are located on the west side of Olofsgården (see 

figure 11.) and the distance between each of them is ca. 15 meters, in a grouped 



  
 

  

formation. This distance was chosen to increase the maximal heat extraction from the 

bedrock. There are 12 boreholes which are 183 meters deep each.  

 

 
Figure 11. Picture showing the placement of the boreholes at Olofsgården. (Ewald Strandberg) 

 

 

If the setup of  the borehole is compared with figure.5, then there are a few notable 

differences. In Olofsgården, the borehole wall goes down the first two meters while 

the heat transfer tube goes unaided rest of the way. This is because protection is not 

needed in the aquifer, however, having a borehole wall could help with the thermal 

performance (see section 2.2).  

 

 

 



  
 

  

6. Resultat och analys 
 

The total electricity supplied to the GSHP, is 350 000 kWh and the delivered energy 

by the GSHP was 893 000 kWh/year, this was calculated from the datasheet in 

appendix 2. 

Values showing heat supplied by the system, as well as the electricity consumed to 

drive is shown in Table 1. 

 

Table 1: Heat supply and electricity use, for relevant components. 

Component Heat supplied (kWh) Electricity used (kWh) 

District heating 55 000 - 

PVT electric 46 225 - 

Heat pump 893 000 350 000 

 

6.1  PVT panels 
 

The electricity production varied between months and can be seen in figure 12. 

 

 

 
 Figure 12. . Olofsgården, PV Electric production monthly where month 1 is january and 12 is december with 

actual vs simulated values (Nazar Ibrahim) 
 

 

 

The red pillars are values attained by Polysun, which uses climate data from 1981-

2010 to estimate the performance of a normal PV-cell, based on its location while the 

blue pillars are measured values of the PVT-panels at Olofsgården for march 2016 to 

march 2017. 
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As expected, the electricity production, in both cases was low in the first and last 

months of the year while it increased considerably in the summer as a result of more 

radiation. The electricity production of the PVT-panels was at its lowest point in 

December with ca 600 kWh produced, whereas it got up to 7000 in May and June. 
Complete overview of this data can be seen in appendix 1.1. The simulated values of the  

PV-cells are higher than the values attained for the PVT-panels in colder periods which could 

be explained by better climate conditions, predicted by Polysun. However, in hotter periods, 

the PVT-panels are more efficient since they‟re being cooled down by heat-collectors, which 

in turn increases their efficiency. 

 

Overview of simulated and actual values can be seen in appendix 2. 
 

Figure 13. shows the monthly heat- and the electricity production from March 2016 

to march 2017. Heat supply to the BHE from the PVT is 50 000 kWh over the 12 

month period, this was calculated by using an estimated thermal efficiency of 19%. 

(Johansson, M)    

 

The PVT‟s heat collector is disabled during the coldest periods of the year to avoid 

freezing. As the heat production is calculated with respect to electricity production, 

this, results in figure 13 not being accurate during the coldest period of the year, and 

due to the PVT‟s being installed recently, this graph will be different, more reliable 

and accurate if data is collected over a longer period of time. 

 

 
Figure 13. Monthly production of electricity and heat. (Nazar Ibrahim) 
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6.2 GSHP and BHE 
 

The heat pumps supplied 93% of the annual heat demand of Olofsgården while the 

other 7% was supplied by DH (figure 12).  

 

  
Fig 12. Heat supply from heat pumps (HP)  and district heating (DH). (Nazar Ibrahim) 
 

 

The DH was mainly used during the winter, when the GSHP could not meet the heat 

demand of the building. Due to new data being released and is not yet available 

(2017-08-19) figure 12 is not accurate, but the same trend for DH respectively GSHP 

will follow for Olofsgården. 

 

The heat transfer rate, which was the total energy delivered by the bore, divided by 

its depth was 2.58 W/m.  
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6.3 System efficiency & SPF                        
 

In table 2 the SPF was found for different system boundaries, using the equations in 

section 2.4. 

 

Table 2: SPF for different system definitions. 

 System definition  SPF 

 GSHP  2,55 

 GSHP including PVT   2,39 

 GSHP with DH  2,55 

 GSHP with DH and PVT  2,76 

 

The lowest SPF is when the GSHP is coupled with district heating as the DH is 

counted as energy used by the heat pump. Highest value is when the GSHP coupled 

with the PVT-panels, as the electricity produced by them is substituted from the total 

electricity demand of the heat pumps. The SPF for the entire system (when the GSHP 

is coupled with both components) is 2,76 (equations 3-6), which is the same as a 

similar system in Sweden (see section 6.5.2). 

 

 

 

 

6.4 Carbon Emissions 
The carbon emission that is saved from Olofsgården by producing its own electricity 

is 54 674 kg CO2. This is calculated according to equation (7), with assumed 

parameters:  

 Transmission loss is 5% (World Bank) 

 It is replacing electricity supplied from a coal fired plant, with an electric 

efficiency of ~40%(Candise, H et. al.)  

 Energy required to extract the coal is 10%. (Bogunovic, D et. Al.) 

 

6.5 System comparison 
 

An evaluation by comparing our system setup with other articles are going to be 

made in order to further evaluate the efficiency, and the technology of behind the 

installation in Olofsgården. 

 
6.5.1 PV cells in Växjö, Sweden 

 

Difference between the PVT systems in Olofsgården and studies in for a smallhouse 

located in the city of Växjö (Nord, A) is that in addition to producing heat and 

electricity, there is a gain in electric efficiency depending on the temperature of the 

PV cells. In order to reduce the operating temperature of the PV cells, they‟ve used a 

technology where the heat absorber is in close in contact with PV cells causing a 

reduction in temperature.  



  
 

  

 

This is different than what is used in Olofsgården where there is a small gap between 

the PV cells and the heat absorber (P. Dupeyrat et. al), resulting in electric 

production, heat production but minimal operating temperature reduction of the PV 

cells.  

 

Comparing the PVT electric production results in Olofsgården‟s 0,8 kWh/(m2 day), 

for an average day in month of May with Nord, A‟s theoretical number of 

1,2kWh/(m2 day) for 21‟s of May. A conclusion is made that the difference in 

geometry behind the PVT, is one of the critical factors in how much heat can be 

extracted from the PVT cells.  

 

Due to the fact that a comparison of electric production on different days is 

investigated, one being an average for month of May and the other a specific day of 

21‟s of May. The comparison will not be accurate, many variables such as solar 

irradiation, wind speed, temperature, boreholes, angle, azimuth towards south, and 

PV panel will not be certain. In order to fully investigate the efficiency of these PVT 

systems, data must be collected at the same time and location. 

 
 

6.5.2 SAGSHP test in Gothenburg 

 

In 2015 a SAGSHP system was tested in Gothenburg. The system‟s SPF, measured over a 

year was 2.7 as opposed to the 2.79 in Olofsgården. As there was no groundwater-flow, there 

was higher capacity for heat collection in the ground, also the annual average temperature in 

Åseda is 6°C while it is 7°C in the Gothenburg area. The authors expect that these two 

factors explain the higher performance. (Gervind, P et al.) 

 

Considering the fact that data was collected when Olofsgården was being renovated. The 

SPF value will be higher, stable and accurate if it‟s gathered during a full year without any 

maintenance disturbing the functionality of the heating system. 

 

6.6 Profit  
 

A saving of Electricity is calculated to be 47 149 SEK/year. 

The reduced energy consumption of GSHP results to 17850 SEK/year.  

Olofsgården‟s profit from the PVT system results into being a total of 65 000 

SEK/year.  

 

The price of electricity for 8
th

 of august, 2017, was 1.02 SEK/kWh (Eon, 2017). 

Which resulted in savings of 47 149 Sek for the year. The reduced energy 

consumption of the GSHP due to the PVT-panel‟s thermal effect, which reduced the 

GSHP electricity demand by 17 500 kWh, resulted savings of 17 850 SEK/year. 

Olofsgården‟s profit from the PVT system then totals at approx. 65 000 SEK/year 

 

 

 
 

 



  
 

  

7. Diskussion och slutsatser          
 

The ratio of heat supplied by the heat pumps, to the electricity consumption of the system, 

which is the SPF, was the same as a similar system in Gothenburg. The boreholes heat 

transfer rate seems to be significantly lower than in comparable systems in Europe, but this 

could be partially explained by better soil thermal properties, lack of groundwater flow and 

warmer climate (Swedish Energy Agency, 2016). 
 
Simulated electricity production, although being close to the actual production of the PVT-

panels, was higher in colder periods while being lower in hotter periods. This is explained by 

Polysun using a climate database, which is based on data from 1981-2010. However, 

Polysun doesn‟t account for a heat collector running through the PV cells, which in turn 

cools the cell and increases the efficiency of it, which would explain the production of the 

PVT-panel being higher in hotter periods. By comparing simulations from a database with 

actual numbers, many variables such as solar irradiations and temperatures will differ 

resulting in differences in electric production, which is shown in figure 12.  
 

The value for heat delivered to the BHE from the PVT panels was estimated to be 50 000 

kWh by the company behind the installation.This was consistent with the data that was 

gathered during the analysis. 

 

Ideally, a second evaluation should be made on the system where measurements have been 

made on the system which then includes: 
 Average temperature difference on the flow before and after PVT panels. 

 Average temperature difference that occurs in the boreholes. 

 Average flow rates through the system. 

 
The authors recommend that a regulated valve is tested with the system to have the heat 

carrier go through the BHE first and then the PVT-panel which might result in higher 

temperatures to the heat pump which would increase its efficiency, but as mentioned it must 

be investigated and tested before a conclusion can be made (Swedish Energy Agency, 2016). 

 

Due to the fact that Olofsgården was under renovation during the time of this report being 

written, the calculated SPF factor is lower than its maximum potential since a lot of heat is 

released.  

 

Finding similar systems which were eligible for comparison was quite hard as the technology 

is still in its early stages. There are some performance-analyses for SAGSHP in Europe, 

however, as the technology is considerably latitude-dependent, it is hard to produce a reliable 

comparison for the system-setup if the system is located on a different latitude. 

 

Hopefully this report has given insight into the works of the system and can be used when 

further analyses are made for the status of the technology in Sweden, or elsewhere. 
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8. Bilagor 
Appendix 1 Data record collected monthly 

Table 1: Data from April 2016 to March 2017

 
 

 

Appendix 2  

 
Table 2: Production of electricity, actual vs simulated values.  
Increased electric production between the monthly data in percentage. 

Month el.prod. PV (kWh) sim.el.prod.PV (kWh) el.prod. sim. prod.(%) 

3 4179,42 3875 7,86% 

4 5392,27 5000 7,85% 

5 7066,74 6280 12,53% 

6 6986,94 5968 17,07% 

7 6687,33 6033 10,85% 

8 5882,21 5596 5,11% 

9 5132,25 3967 29,37% 

 

 

Table 3: Total Data from 2016-04-01 to 2017-03-06 

Meter name Total Annual (kWh) 

PV production 46 225 

Hot Water circulation 29 426 



  
 

  

Hot Water 74 613 

Heat production HP 469 620 

Electric supply HP 216 463 

DH supply 57 591 
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Appendix 4 PV Cell- Specifications 



  
 

  

 

 

 




